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Abstract: Herein, we report the performance of a photocatalytic system based on the visible-light active
MIL-125-NH2 mixed with nickel phosphide (Ni2P) nanoparticles. This combination boosts the H2 evolution
rate to an outstanding value of 894 µmol h-1 g-1 under visible-light irradiation, which is among the highest H2
evolution rates reported to date for metal-organic frameworks (MOFs). The H2 generation rate produced by
Ni2P/MIL-125-NH2 is almost 3 times higher than that of Pt/MIL-125-NH2 system, highlighting the impact
of the co-catalyst in photocatalytic water splitting. Additionally, our system outperforms the Ni2P/TiO2
system under UV-Vis irradiation. The exceptional performance of Ni2P/MIL-125-NH2 is due to the efficient
transfer of photogenerated electrons from MIL-125-NH2 to Ni2P, high intrinsic activity of Ni2P and
exceptional synergy between them. This system exhibits the highest apparent quantum yields of 27.0 and 6.6
% at 400 and 450 nm, respectively, ever reported for MOFs.

Hydrogen (H2) gas is widely produced and used in industries, particularly in fossil fuel processing and
ammonia synthesis.1 In addition, it is considered as a clean energy carrier for a sustainable energy future,
since the combustion of H2 results in the generation of water and no greenhouse gasses, which eliminates
the risk of climate change and allows for a carbon-neutral energy cycle.2 Traditional methods for H2
production include methane steam reforming and coal gasification; however, these processes also
produce carbon dioxide as a by-product that needs to be captured and sequestered.3 H2 can also be
generated from water electrolysis using electricity but the electricity must also be obtained from a
renewable energy source such as solar, wind, hydroelectric, or hydrothermal energy. A superior method
to generate H2 is through artificial photosynthesis, which utilizes the inexhaustible solar energy to
directly convert water into H2.4 Owing to the sustainable nature of this procedure and the potential cost
efficiency, many research efforts in materials science have been focused on developing novel
photocatalytic systems that can enhance the rate of H2 evolution, with 10% quantum efficiencies being
the lower limit for commercial applications to be feasible.5,6 However, due to the negligible absorptivity
of traditional photocatalysts such as TiO2 and SnO2 toward the visible-light, the low water stability of
other alternatives such as CdS or GaAs, and the high cost of noble metal co-catalysts, no photocatalytic
systems have been industrially applied.7,8

A metal-organic framework (MOF) is a network of metal ions or clusters bridged by organic ligands
through coordination bonds into a porous extended structure.9-11 MOFs offer the exciting possibility to
integrate a light harvesting moiety (ligand), a catalytic component (reductive metal ions), and intrinsic
porosity into a single structure.12,13 Therefore, the utilization of MOFs can be a pioneering key for the
field of photocatalytic H2 generation.14-16 A MOF-based photocatalytic system can consist of several
components in addition to the MOF, which is the main component and usually acts as an antenna
harvesting light. Upon illumination, the MOF generates charge-carriers (electrons and holes) with the
electrons being responsible to reduce H2O into H2. In addition to the MOF photocatalyst, the
photocatalytic system (for H2 generation) usually comprises: i. a co-catalyst that can attract the
photogenerated electrons; ii. a photosensitizer that may be used to extend the light absorption into the
visible region, when a UV-light-active (MOF) photocatalyst is used;17 iii. a sacrificial agent that is
usually employed as an electron donor to scavenge the photogenerated holes; and iv. a redox shuttle
which can expedite the charge transfer between the photocatalyst and the co-catalyst.18
Several MOF-based photocatalytic systems have been tested for visible-light driven H2
production; most of them are based on reductive metal ions such as Ti IV and ZrIV and visiblelight-active ligands that can harvest solar light and convert it into H 2 (Tables 1 and S2).17-29
Recently, CuI or CuII-based MOFs were found to be good candidates to photocatalytically reduce
H2O into for H2 under UV/vis or visible irradiation (Table S2).30-32 Despite the high promise of
MOFs towards water splitting, the majority of these MOF-based systems demonstrate very low
apparent quantum yields or still utilize expensive noble-metal co-catalysts such as Pt
nanoparticles (NPs).18,20 The latter is due to the easy preparation and intrinsic activity of Pt NPs,
yet their use does not guarantee the best photocatalytic performance. Although very few
examples have been reported in the literature, the synergy between MOFs and co-catalysts is
proven to be a key factor for the photocatalytic performance of the system, as different hydrogen
generation rates and quantum yields are observed when the same MOF is used (Tables 1).
Consequently, there is a need to investigate the activity of alternative co-catalysts and identify
photocatalytic systems and conditions optimum for water splitting and hydrogen generation.
Table 1: Comparison of the visible-light driven photocatalytic performance of systems utilizing MIL-125-NH2 as
the photocatalyst with different co-catalysts.
Co-catalyst

Light
Source λ
(nm)

Pt NPs
Pt NPs
CoII complex
CoIII
oxime
Ni2P NPs

≥ 420
≥ 420
≥ 380
≥ 408

HERP
(μmo
l h-1
g-1)
*333
*525
553
*637

≥ 420

894

Apparent
Quantum
Yield (%)

Stability
(h)

Ref.

0.5

>9
>9
> 7.5
> 70

15
16
17
18

6.6-450nm
27.0-400nm

> 84

This
work

HERP: H2 evolution rate with respect to the photocatalyst
* Calculated based on reported data

Herein, we report a photocatalytic system consisting of the visible-light absorbing MIL-125NH2 as the photocatalyst and the Ni 2P nanoparticles (NPs) as the co-catalyst. Although both
materials have been tested with other photocatalysts or co-catalysts,23,33 our Ni2P/MIL-125-NH2
system exhibits H2 evolution rates and apparent quantum yields (AQY) under visible-light

irradiation, that are among the highest values reported to date for MOFs. The H 2 generation rate
produced by Ni2P/MIL-125-NH2 is almost 3 times higher than the Pt/MIL-125-NH2 system
tested under the same reaction conditions, suggesting that the selection of the co-catalyst is
crucial for the design of efficient photocatalytic systems. In addition, Ni 2P/MIL-125-NH2
outperforms Ni2P/TiO2, with TiO2 being the most well studied photocatalyst for water splitting,34
highlighting the exceptional synergy between MIL-125-NH2 and Ni2P.
MIL-125-NH2 and Ni2P NPs were synthesized and characterized according to reported procedures
(Sections S1-S7).23,35 The size of the NPs is around 16-19 nm as shown by Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM) images, and the N2 isotherm collected at 77 K revealed a BET surface area of 27.8
m2/g (Fig. S2-S5). In order to assess the performance and optimize the composition of our photocatalytic
system toward H2 generation, different combinations of MIL-125-NH2 and Ni2P powders were mixed
in a reactor containing a solvent mixture of acetonitrile (CH3CN), triethylamine (TEA) as the sacrificial
agent, and water. The reactor was then irradiated with visible light by a 300 W Xe lamp using a longpass cut-off filter allowing λ ≥ 420 nm, and the generated H2 was analysed by gas chromatography. As
shown in Fig. S7 and S8, when increasing amounts of Ni2P were added to a constant amount of MIL125-NH2, the H2 evolution rate increases since the co-catalyst attracts the electrons efficiently, inhibiting
the undesired charge carrier recombination. By reaching 9.2 (± 0.4) wt% of Ni2P, the H2 evolution rate
is maximized. At this ratio, there is an optimum level of interactions between Ni2P and MIL-125-NH2,
promoting the electron transfer to the Ni2P. Further increasing the amount of Ni2P leads to a decrease in
the H2 production rate, as the interaction between MIL-125-NH2 and the Ni2P is already at its maximum,
while the Ni2P NPs simultaneously compete with MIL-125-NH2 in light absorption, shielding-effect.36
As displayed in Fig. S9, the Ni2P/MIL-125-NH2 system exhibits a highly enhanced activity that is almost
300 times higher than that of the pristine MIL-125-NH2 (2.249 μmol h-1 g-1), reaching a H2 evolution
rate of 648 μmol h-1g-1 and 7865 μmol h-1g-1 with respect to MIL-125-NH2 and Ni2P. Blank
photocatalytic experiments (under visible-light irradiation) using solely Ni2P with and without the NH2H2BDC (amino-terephthalic acid) ligand resulted in no H2 generation, confirming the unique advantage
of having MIL-125-NH2 as a photocatalyst within the system. Moreover, recycling experiments for the
optimum ratio between Ni2P and MIL-125-NH2 revealed that the H2 evolution rate of this system
remains stable for at least seven catalytic runs (each for 12 h, Fig. S10). The PXRD patterns of the
samples before and after photocatalysis are comparable, confirming that the crystallinity of both MIL125-NH2 and Ni2P is retained after 84 h of continuous irradiation (Fig. S10).
We further examined the performance of Ni2P/MIL-125-NH2 by varying the solvent mixtures; we kept
the same ratio of acetonitrile and TEA, whereas the H2O content was varied from 1.63 v/v% to 8.19
v/v% (Vtotal was kept constant) (Fig. 1a and S11). By increasing the water content, the H2 evolution
rate also increases. With the optimum photocatalytic solution of 4.87 v/v% water, the photocatalytic
system reached a H2 evolution rate of 894 μmol h-1 g-1 and 10134 μmol h-1 g-1 with respect to the MIL125-NH2 and Ni2P. To the best of our knowledge, this is among the highest H2 evolution rate for a
visible-light active photocatalytic-MOF system reported to date (Table 1).19,20,23. The AQYs of the
optimum system at 400 and 450 nm were calculated by Ferrioxalate actinometry 37,38 and reached values
of 27.0 and 6.6 %, respectively (Section S9). These are the highest reported efficiencies for MOFs 18,23,39
(Tables 1 and S2) and comparable to leading photocatalysts.40,41
In order to compare our photocatalytic MOF system with TiO2, we investigated the parallel
photocatalytic performance of Ni2P/MIL-125-NH2 and Ni2P/TiO2 toward H2 generation, under
irradiations that include UV light since TiO2 is characterized by an overly large optical band gap (~3
eV) and operates only under UV irradiation. Commercial TiO2 (P25, Degausa - which is a standard
material in the field of TiO2-photocatalyzed reactions) was used42 and the amount of Ni2P added was

first varied in order to determine the optimum system. In order to compare our photocatalytic MOF
system with TiO2, we investigated the parallel photocatalytic performance of Ni 2P/MIL-125-NH2 and
Ni2P/TiO2 toward H2 generation, under irradiations that include UV light since TiO2 is characterized by
an overly large optical band gap (~3 eV) and operates only under UV irradiation. The optimum
Ni2P/TiO2 system contains 15.3 (± 0.4) wt% of Ni2P (Section S10). The best performing Ni2P/MIL-125NH2 and Ni2P/TiO2 systems generated H2 with a rate of 3878 and 1708 μmols g-1 h-1, with respect to the
MIL-125-NH2 and TiO2, and the AQY for Ni2P/TiO2 at 400 nm was found to be 0.9 % (Fig. 1b and
Section S9). It is apparent that by a simple subtraction of the visible-light-driven H2 evolution rate
previously obtained (894 μmol h-1 g-1), Ni2P/MIL-125-NH2 outperforms Ni2P/TiO2 even in the UV light
region. This can be attributed to the high porosity of MIL-125-NH2 (BET: 1197.5 m2/g) that allows for
easy light penetration compared to the solid TiO2, the high molar absorptivity of MIL-125-NH2, and
particularly the exceptional synergy between MIL-125-NH2 and Ni2P.

Fig. 1 (a) H2 evolution of the optimum Ni2P/MIL-125-NH2 system with different water contents under visiblelight irradiation for 3 hours and (b) Maximum H 2 evolution rates of 9.2 (±0.4) wt% Ni 2P/MIL-125-NH2 and
15.3 (± 0.4) wt% Ni2P/TiO2 with respect to the photocatalyst under UV/vis light irradiation for 3 hours.

As indicated in previous studies, the NH2-BDC within MIL-125-NH2 acts as an antenna that absorbs
light and promotes an electron from the Highest Occupied Crystalline Orbitals (HOCOs) to the Lowest
Unoccupied Crystalline Orbitals (LUCOs) of MIL-125-NH2. The HOCOs comprise mainly the π
orbitals of the ligand while the LUCOs have contributions from the O 2p and the Ti 3d orbitals. 43,44 As
proposed by Santaclara et al., upon illumination, electron-hole pairs are generated, with the holes mainly
localized and restricted in movement in the -NH2 groups of the ligand, whereas the electrons are
relatively free to migrate to the Ti 3d orbitals (confirmed by the presence of Ti 3+ in the electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrum of MIL-125-NH2 shown in Fig. 2), thus allowing effective
charge separation.42,45 Such charge separation provides an efficient stabilization of the photoexcited
species; a key element for allowing the electrons to reach the surface of MIL-125-NH2, before their
recombination with the holes.
In order to further understand the localization of the charge-carriers, our density functional theory (DFT)
calculations showed that after injection of a single hole and a single electron, the hole is localized in the
πorbital of NH2-BDC whereas the electron is not only localized on the Ti 3d orbitals but also delocalized
along the NH2-BDC ligand. The delocalized states of electrons ensure their efficient transfer to the
surface of MIL-125-NH2 (Section S11). Subsequently, in our photocatalytic system, the photo-excited
electron is transferred from the LUCOs of MIL-125-NH2 to Ni2P, as evidenced by the presence of Ni+
in the EPR spectrum of Ni2P/MIL-125-NH2 (Fig. 2 and Section S12), and then to the protons. Inductively
couple plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) studies (Section S13) and SEM mapping
images of the Ni2P/MIL-125-NH2 (Fig. S12, S13) reveal that 90 % of Ni2P NPs are attached and evenly
distributed on the external surface of MIL-125-NH2 crystals suggesting that efficient electron transfer

can occur. In terms of thermodynamics of electron transfer, from the energy diagram (Fig. S22), the
conduction band of Ni2P has a lower reduction potential (Evac.= -4.50 eV)46 than the LUCOs of MIL125-NH2 (Evac.= -3.80 eV), and is in the same level as the reduction potential of H+/H2 (Evac.= -4.50 eV,
ENHE= 0 eV).43 This large negative energy difference between MIL-125-NH2 and Ni2P stems from the
discrete Ti8O8 cluster on MIL-125-NH2 being exceptionally reducing. This contrasts with TiO2 in which
the extended structure conduction band is at the lower reduction potential of -4.25 eV, compared to the
discrete cluster. Consequently, in TiO2, the lower reduction potential negates the reductive power of
TiO2 compared to MIL-125-NH2, and therefore, decreases the effectiveness of the electron transfer to
the Ni2P.47 The smaller thermodynamic driving force confirms the lower performance of Ni 2P/TiO2.

Fig. 2 EPR spectra of 9.2 (±0.4) wt% Ni2P/MIL-125-NH2 (green), MIL-125-NH2 (red), Ni2P (blue) after visible
light irradiation.

Insights into the catalytic activity of Ni2P can be obtained by comparing Ni2P/MIL-125-NH2 with other
systems. Nasalevich et al. reported a system containing cobaloxime complexes encapsulated within the
pores of MIL-125-NH2 in MeCN/TEA/H2O mixture. This system produces H2 with a maximum rate of
637 μmol g-1 h-1. Since the cobaloxime complex (Evac.= -4.25 eV) has a higher reduction potential than
that of Ni2P (but lower than the LUCOs of MIL-125-NH2), the energy difference is less, which is a key
reason for its inferior performance compared to Ni2P/MIL-125-NH2 (Fig. S23).23 Matsuoka et al.
reported that the Pt/MIL-125-NH2 system in 0.01 M aqueous TEOA solution displays a maximum H2
evolution rate of 525 μmol g-1 h-1.20 Upon testing Ni2P/MIL-125-NH2 in 0.01 M TEOA aqueous solution,
we observed that the photocatalytic solution darkened and the MIL-125-NH2 degraded and dissolved
(Section S14.1).
In order to compare the performance of Ni2P/MIL-125-NH2 with Pt/MIL-125-NH2, we synthesized
“naked” Pt NPs48 with the size of ~19 nm (Fig. S28, S29). We then mixed them with MIL-125-NH2 and
investigated the performance of this system using the same conditions used for Ni2P/MIL-125-NH2. The
Pt/MIL-125-NH2 produced H2 with a maximum evolution rate of 269 μmol g-1 h-1 (Fig. S30). Based on
the energy diagram shown in Fig. S23, Pt might have higher driving force compared to Ni2P for
attracting the photogenerated electrons from the MOF; however, not all electrons transferred from MIL125-NH2 to Pt have enough energy for the reduction of protons from H+ to H2. In addition,
photochemical chronoamperometry measurements (Fig. 3a, S33, S34) showed that upon illumination
both Ni2P/MIL-125-NH2 and Pt/MIL-125-NH2 exhibit comparable initial photocurrents at the early
stage, but the photocurrent in the presence of Pt NPs decays faster over time. This suggests the faster
charge recombination in Pt/MIL-125-NH2 compared to Ni2P/MIL-125-NH2, inhibiting thus its H2
production performance.

The effectiveness of charge separation in the Ni2P/MIL- 125-NH2 and Pt/MIL-125-NH2 was further
studied by photoluminescence (PL) emission spectroscopy (Fig. 3b and S33). The suspension of MIL125-NH2 exhibits fluorescence with the maximum peak centered at ~560 nm when excited at 420 nm.
The addition of the co-catalysts (Pt and Ni2P NPs) diminishes the PL emission, indicating the electron
transfer from MIL-125-NH2 to the co-catalysts and depopulating the excited electrons in MIL-125-NH2.
However, in the case of Ni2P/MIL-125-NH2, the quenching of the photoluminescence is more drastic
and when the amount of Ni2P reaches 9.2 (± 0.4) wt% (optimum amount), the mixture Ni2P/MIL-125NH2 shows no detectable photoluminescence emission, illustrating the key role of these NPs in attracting
the electrons and thus eliminating the electron-hole recombination. On the other hand, the addition of
the 2.0 (± 0.4) wt% amount of Pt (optimized Pt/MIL-125-NH2 system), does not induce complete
quenching of the PL emission. Lifetime measurements of MIL-125-NH2, and the optimized Pt/ MIL125-NH2 and Ni2P/MIL-125-NH2 systems revealed that the latter has shorter lifetime compared to the
others (Fig. 3c), confirming the more efficient electron transfer from MIL-125-NH2 to Ni2P.

Fig. 3 (a) Photocurrent responses of MIL-125-NH2 with the optimized amounts of co-catalysts (Ni2P green and
Pt black), (b) PL spectra (excited at 420 nm) for the suspensions of MIL-125-NH2 with different amounts of
Ni2P and (c) Time Resolved PL decay curves of MIL-125-NH2 (yellow squares), Pt/MIL-125-NH2 (grey
triangles) and Ni2P/MIL-125-NH2 (green circles). The excitation wavelength was 420 nm.

While it is not straightforward to compare the catalytic activity of Pt and Ni2P, it is apparent that a good
co-catalyst should be able to trap protons, transfer electrons, bond the hydrogen atoms, and desorb the
H2 molecules formed. Ni2P NPs, with the presence of both Ni and P sites on their surface of the NPs
acting as hydride and proton-acceptor centers exhibit particularly good behaviour for H2 generation
when combined with MIL-125-NH2.49 50 These results highlight the impact of the co-catalyst in
enhancing the performance of a photocatalytic MOF based system.51

Conclusions
In conclusion, we report a low-cost, stable, and easily prepared (based on mixing) photocatalytic system
consisting of MIL-125-NH2 and Ni2P NPs that exhibits remarkable H2 generation. The system
appreciably outperforms Ni2P/TiO2 under UV irradiation and other visible-light active MOF systems,
while maintaining its integrity for a long time. The absorptivity in the visible region, the charge
separation in MIL-125-NH2, the efficient electron transport to the external surface of MIL-125-NH2 via
a delocalized state, the efficient attraction of electrons by the Ni 2P NPs (compared to Pt NPs) and the
inherent nature of Ni2P to catalyze the H2 generation are the key factors for the significantly enhanced
photocatalytic activity of this system. With high apparent quantum yields under visible-light irradiation
and easy scale-up synthesis of both MIL-125-NH2 and Ni2P NPs, this photocatalytic system brings itself
a step closer to practical ‘solar-driven’ applications.
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